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INTRODUCTION GENERAL POINTS
All you need to 
know about your 
programme.

KNOWLEDGE BITES Selection & SafeTY

Know your way around a 
gym programme with 
information on different 
training systems and why 
they are used.

Points to follow 
throughout the 
plan and an 
overview of the 
programme.

All the information you 
need to select and use the 
correct weights for a safe 
and effective session. 

WARM UP & CoOL DOWN 

Information on the 
importance of why we 
should always include a 
warm up and cool down in 
our sessions. 



This programme has been designed to be like having your 
very own PT in your pocket at the gym or if you have your 
own dumbbells, then you can use it to structure and get 

the best out of your home workouts.  

 This 6 week foundation gym programme is well suited 
for anyone new to exercise or even just new to the 

gym. Once you have completed the 6 weeks, you can 
then progress on to the advanced plan. If you are a pro 

with a pair of dumbbells and know your way around 
the gym, then you may want to progress straight to the 

advanced plan now. 



The programme includes 3 sessions a week, with the 
option to do 4, with each session lasting 30-45 

minutes, so be sure to plan your week and know when 
you can work out. Talking of planning, make sure you 
download and use your Embodyment Journal to help 

you set your goals, plan your food and track your 
progress. 



The workouts will show on your device with 

handy videos, photos and instructions for 


the exercises and there is even a 

feature that allows you to tick off 

when you complete the planned


 reps and sets.  
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WELCOME TO YOUR GYM PLAN!



FOUNDATION



General points

 3 sessions a week (optional to do more
 Each session will last 30-45 minute
 Always warm up and cool down using the workouts planned
 Always allow a rest day after working a muscle group
 Aim for 8-10k steps a day

Here are the general points to follow 
throughout the plan and an overview of 

the programme:
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DAY 1

FULL BODY 
BLAST

FULL BODY 
BLAST

REST DAY REST DAY REST DAY REST DAYFULL BODY 
BLAST CORE CIRCUIT

REST DAY REST DAY REST DAY REST DAYFULL BODY 
BLAST CORE CIRCUIT

FULL BODY 
BLAST

LOWER BODY 
FOCUS

UPPER BODY 
FOCUS

FULL BODY 
FUNCTIONAL 

CIRCUIT

REST DAY

REST DAY REST DAY

LOWER BODY 
FOCUS

UPPER BODY 
FOCUS

FULL BODY 
FUNCTIONAL 

CIRCUIT
REST DAY REST DAY

LOWER BODY 
FOCUS

UPPER BODY 
FOCUS

FULL BODY 
FUNCTIONAL 

CIRCUIT
REST DAY REST DAY

REST DAY REST DAY

REST DAY

REST DAY

CORE CIRCUIT

(OPTIONAL)

REST DAY

REST DAY

REST DAY

REST DAY

FULL BODY 
BLAST CORE CIRCUIT

WEEK 1

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

WEEK 4

WEEK 5

WEEK 6

DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7



Wait, there’s more!

  



So we said before that this programme is like having your 
very own PT in your pocket and a good PT would be not just 

telling and showing you what to do, they would also be 
telling you why. So over the next few pages you will find 
information that will educate you on weight training, the 
different types of training methods that you will be using 
and most importantly, the reasons why they will help you 

achieve your goals. 

So, you are all set to go with:
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Your Embodyment journal, to set your goals, 
plan your meals and stay on track 



Access to a huge variety of tasty recipes that will 
provide you with the correct nutrition to fuel 
your workouts 



Your planned workouts with clear instructions to 
keep your sessions safe and effective



PROGRESSIVE OVERLOAD





WHAT

When working with weights, whether that be fixed machines or free weights, 
it's important to achieve what is known as, ’progressive overload’. Progressive 

overload is pushing and forcing the muscle to do more than it has come 
accustomed to and so is specific and different for each individual. If you lift 

the same weight for the same number of reps for weeks, without increasing 
and challenging yourself, your body will have no need to adapt and make any 

changes so in turn you will not see any results. 




WHY

When a muscle contracts to lift a weight against gravity, micro fibre tears 

occur in the muscle (don’t worry, this is a good thing!). The body then repairs 
those tears and over time will start to repair them bigger and better, i.e 

increasing muscle mass. 

Increased muscle mass means an increase in metabolic rate, improved muscle 

tone, improved posture, increased strength and many more benefits. 




HOW 

Progressive overload doesn't mean failure and technique being compromised; 

it is choosing a weight that results in the last rep of the last set being the 
absolute last one you can do but with good form and technique. If you get to 
the end of the planned sets and reps and feel you still have something left in 

the tank... you need to increase the weight.



Often people make the mistake of just increasing the rep range when they 
feel they can lift more. This will change the focus of the training and will 

affect results, so always stick to the planned sets and reps and increase the 
weight, not the number of reps.  

KNOWLEDGE BITES
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BASIC SETS

 Basic sets are what most people use when resistance training.

Basic sets are completing 1 exercise at a time with a planned 


number of reps and sets with a rest in between each set.

Basic sets are great for focusing on technique and although popular with 

beginners, they are great for all training levels and suit all exercises and goals.












 









SUPER SETS

There are 2 different types of completing a superset. The first type is 

performing 2 exercises that target the same muscle(s), back to back with no 
rest. The second way is very similar but the only difference is that the 2 

exercises work opposing muscle groups. The main benefit of using supersets 
within your workout is that they are time saving. Supersets are a great way to 
get more volume (more exercises, repetitions) into your workout but without 

having to be in the gym for hours on end. 

Example - 3 sets of 10 reps with a 60 second rest 
inbetween each set of a Seated Shoulder press 

Example - 10 reps of a squat, straight into 10 reps of a deadlift. Rest 
for a minute then complete again, rest for another minute and 

complete one more time (this would be 3 sets of 10 reps).  

KNOWLEDGE BITES
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TEMPO TRAINING

Tempo training is adding a set tempo or speed to your training which 

enables the target muscle(s) to be stimulated for longer and with more 
control. The tempo can vary and be adapted to suit each individual, 

providing you with another variable to use when progressing or adapting 
your workouts but in general the slower tempo is used on the eccentric 

(lengthening), downward phase of an exercise. The reason for this is that 
our muscles are under more tension when in a lengthened phase against 
gravity, i.e they work harder, and so it is here where we can achieve more 

benefits like improved muscle tone, strength and endurance. 



PYRAMIDS

Training using a pyramid approach can be done 3 different ways. An 

ascending pyramid, descending pyramid and a full pyramid. In an 
ascending pyramid, the weight will gradually increase and the number of 

repetitions will decrease. A descending pyramid is the opposite, so the 
weight will gradually decrease but the repetitions increase and a full 

pyramid, yes you've guessed it, is both!



The benefits of pyramids are great but they can be very challenging, so this 
type of training is definitely not for a beginner as it requires a good level of 
fitness and perfect technique. Pyramids are great at adding volume, variety 
and keep the muscle(s) guessing. If performing an ascending pyramid, you 

have a couple of warm up sets built into the training or if performing a 
descending then these are great for directing increased blood flow to the 

muscle at the end of the exercise with the high reps, which will benefit and 
improve muscle growth. 



KNOWLEDGE BITES
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Example - Dumbbell Chest press - Ascending Pyramid 

12 reps with 6KG DB’s, rest for 30 second 

10 reps with 8KG DB’s, rest for 30 seconds 

8 reps with 10KG DB’s, rest for 30 seconds 


6 reps with 12KG DB’s. 

Example - 2 sets of 12 reps of a DB Sumo Squat.  

Down for 3 counts, up for 1 count. 


60 second rest inbetween sets 



Weight / Exercise selection 



Your exercise selection and then what weight you choose for that 
exercise is so important for getting the best out of your workout and 

working towards achieving your goals.




If your goal is based around weight loss, fat burning, dropping a 
dress size, toning, burning calories, etc, then you need to be 

choosing exercises that target large muscle groups and/or use 
multiple muscle groups such as, squats, lunges, push ups, chest 
press, lat pulldown, seated row, deadlift, clean and press and 

shoulder press.




All of these exercises are what is known as compound exercises, 
which means they use more than one muscle. If more muscles are 
working, you will be burning more calories during the workout, 

building more muscle mass that will burn more calories for you at 
rest and your heart rate will also be increased more. If your goal is 

more strength based, compound exercises are still needed and 
beneficial but you will also need to include exercises known as 

isolation exercises. 




These target just one muscle group, such as a bicep curl, tricep 
kickback, leg extension and leg curl. Isolating and working a muscle 
on its own will work on improving the strength of that muscle. So 

bicep curls are definitely not going to help towards getting you into 
your favourite jeans or little black dress. 


SELECTION & SAFETY
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Ok, so now we have chosen the best exercises to suit our goal, it’s time 
to think about the weight selection. First of all, progressive overload is 
the most important thing to remember, so choose a weight that you 
can complete the planned number of sets and reps with (with good 

form and technique) but you couldn't complete anymore, the last rep 
should be the last rep. Secondly, think about matching up the weight, 

with the size/number of muscles.



Look at the size of your arms compared to your legs. Whatever weight 
choice you have made, for lets say a shoulder press, you should 100% 

be changing that weight and going heavier for a squat. By choosing the 
correct weight for each exercise, you will ensure that you are working 

your whole body effectively and this achieves your goals. 




SAFE LIFTING

When lifting weights, it is important to always think about health and 
safety and reduce the risk of injury. The main reason an injury could 

occur is not picking up and putting down weights correctly, the 
technique that needs to be used is a deadlift.



This involves using the legs and squatting down and avoids leaning 
forward and putting stress on the lower back. It is also important to 

engage your core muscles as these will also help to support your lower 
back. As well as picking and putting weights up and down from the 
floor, you also need to use this technique when picking up weights 

from racks and weight stands. 


WEIGHT SELECTION
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Warming up



Now, we all have busy lives and fitting a workout in can face its challenges 
and so when we manage to fit that workout in, should we just skip the 
warm up and get to the hard work? NO! Warming up is so important for 
many reasons. Warming up the body and the mind will not just reduce the 
risk of possible injuries but it will also result in a better, more effective 
workout. Warming up allows the body to prepare the mind, lubricate the 
joints, increase blood flow, increase heart rate and much more. 



An effective warm up will allow you to gradually build up and then sustain 
your desired effort level, rather than getting there too quickly and burning 
out. As a basic rule, your warm up should include mobility, pulse raising 
and flexibility exercises/movement and should take around 10% of the 
full workout, so if training for an hour, the warm up should be about 6 
minutes long. 


Cool down

 

Cooling down and stretching should always be done at the end of each 
workout. As like warming up, a cool down will also help to reduce any risk 
of injuries and is included in a workout to bring the body back to a 
‘normal state’ and work on any flexibility issues. It is important to bring 
heart rate, breathing rate and body temperature back down to normal 
gradually to avoid blood pooling (where the blood drops to the lower legs 
and can cause fainting) and to tell the mind and body that the workout is 
over. 



Flexibility training then follows the cool down and should help to bring all 
muscles used back to their original length after being shortened during 
the workout and should also work on improving the flexibility of any 
muscles that are short and tight.    
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IT’S GO TIME!
OK, so you are fully equipped and educated to not 
just complete this gym plan, but also understand it 

too.  Let’s do this...



Step 1 - Download The Embodyment Journal.



Step 2 - Take your measurements and progress 
photos.



Step 3 - Set your personal SMART goals.

  


Step 4 - Use the Food planner with the 
Embodyment Journal to plan your meals, using 

either your own recipes or from the website (use 
the calorie calculator to establish your daily calorie 

intake).



Step 5 - Use the tracker on the site and/or the 
planner in the Journal to plan your workout and 

rest days.



Step 6 - Use the Journal to track your progress 

Step 7 - Enjoy the workouts!



Step 8 - Don’t forget to use the Journal to check 
your progress at the end of the 6 weeks.




Enjoy your workouts, stay on track and 

good luck with achieving your goals, 


we know you can do it! 



Enjoy your workouts, use your journal to stay on 
track and don’t forget to share your progress results 

with the Embodyment Facebook community and 
tag us in your Instagram posts. 
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